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Abstract—Online advertising is the most critical revenue
stream for many Internet companies. However, showing ads on
websites comes with a price tag. Since website contents and thirdparty ads are blended together, third-party ads may compete with
the publisher contents, delaying or even breaking the rendering
of ﬁrst-party contents. In addition, dynamically including scripts
from ad networks all over the world may introduce buggy scripts
that slow down page loads and even freeze the browser. The
resulting poor usability problems lead to bad user experience
and lower proﬁts. The problems caused by such resource abusing
ads are originated from two root causes: First, content publishers
have no control over third-party ads. Second, publishers cannot
differentiate resource consumed by ads from that consumed by
their own contents. To address these challenges, we propose
an effective technique, AdJust, that allows publishers to specify
constraints on events associated with third-party ads (e.g., URL
requests, HTML element creations, and timers), so that they can
mitigate user experience degradations and enforce consistent ads
experience to all users. We report on a series of experiments
over the Alexa top 200 news websites. The results point to the
efﬁcacy of our proposed techniques: AdJust effectively mitigated
degradations that freeze web browsers (on 36 websites), reduced
the load time of publisher contents (on 61 websites), prioritized
publisher contents (on 166 websites) and ensured consistent
rendering orders among top ads (on 68 websites).
Index Terms—online ads, defective ads, resource abusing,
performance degradation, mitigation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern websites deliver sophisticated contents and provide
full-ﬂedged functionalities thanks to the recent advance of
web technologies such as HTML5 and JavaScript. Similar
to the common practice in traditional software development,
web developers make use of third-party utilities that offer
dedicated and professional services. They can add various
services into their websites by incorporating a few bootstrap
snippets provided by the third-party service providers without
worrying about the complexity and scalability issues in the
development and maintenance of the underlying services.
Among such third-party services, online ads are the most
ubiquitous mashups nowadays. Today, over 14.3 million websites use Google’s online advertising networks Google AdSense [13] and over 2.2 million websites participate Amazon’s afﬁliation marketing program Amazon Associates [4]
to make money by displaying ads on their web pages. In
fact, online advertising has become the most critical revenue
stream for many Internet companies. Website owners sell ad
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space through advertising platforms to monetize their websites
and get potential leads. For example, Google provides an ad
serving services platform called DoubleClick [12], which is
widely deployed on many popular websites due to its ease of
use and broad coverage. To make use of the services, website
developers only need to include div elements to specify ad
space and a few JavaScript snippets provided by DoubleClick
in their websites. The additional contents loaded by the scripts
will take care of the rest ad delegations on the ﬂy.
Despite the beneﬁts, there is a price to pay if advertisements
take excessive resource to display. Since website contents and
third-party ads are blended together in browsers, third-party
ads may compete with the contents owned by content publishers, delaying the rendering of ﬁrst-party contents. Additionally,
in the current ad networks, an ad slot may go through an
intricate chain of delegations until the ﬁnal ad is delivered.
Dynamically including scripts from ad networks all over the
world may introduce buggy ad scripts that slow down the page
rendering and even freeze the browser. Cybercriminals even
target ad networks to inject CPU-draining cryptocurrency mining scripts, which exacerbates the resource abusing problems.
The resulting poor usability leads to bad user experiences and
lower proﬁts: for an e-commerce site making $0.1M per day,
a 1-second page delay can potentially cost $2.5M in lost sales
each year [18].
We have observed a number of such resource abusing
problems on real world websites. To name a few, a news article
page on www.cnn.com takes around 19 seconds to render the
contents including ads, while the article without ads loads
within just 5 seconds. The overwhelming majority of the time
are spent on ad trackers and advertising networks. A defective
video ad on www.chicagotribune.com makes tens of thousands
of URL requests within 20 seconds and eventually freezes the
entire browser.
The problems caused by resource abusing ads are originated
from two root causes: First, content publishers have no control
over third-party advertisements. Second, publishers cannot
differentiate resource consumption of ads from their own
contents. In many cases, content publishers even do not have
a reliable way to detect such client-side violations. Despite
recent advances in improving web page performance and
increasing ad bidding efﬁciency, there is a lack of practical yet
systematic techniques to enable content publishers to control
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resource consumptions by ads or establish performance-related
agreements. Thus, in this paper, we present AdJust as the ﬁrst
step in tackling these challenges. We focus on a content publisher oriented approach, with the goal of effectively mitigating
resource abusing ads and consistently delivering better user
experiences. In particular, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a system that allows website developers to
specify constraints on resource consumption for third-party
ads.
• We develop a novel technique AdJust to monitor and
regulate resource abusing ads on the ﬂy.
• We propose a measurement system to quantify resource
abusing problems (in particular, performance degradation
and priority inversions) caused by ads.
• Our evaluation on Alexa top 200 news websites shows that
AdJust is highly effective in mitigating resource abusing
ads that freeze browsers and degrade user experiences.
II. M OTIVATION
We use two real world examples to show (a) how ads
delay publisher contents, and (b) how defective ads degrade
performance.
A. Ads Delay First-Party Contents
Figure 1 shows the screenshots of loading a baseball video
on www.washingtontimes.com. The web page contains a handful of media contents. Since the page starts to load, the page
header and a video player render at 3.0 second and 4.5 second
respectively. The visitor assumes the baseball video will start
to play soon. However, about one second later, two Google
ads appear ﬁrst. After another three seconds, an interactive
animated ad displays, delaying the video player from playing
the video. Eventually, the baseball video starts to play after
14.5 seconds. In this case, the third-party ads compete with
ﬁrst-party contents on computing resources. In reality, many
visitors would have already gotten frustrated and left the
website to visit alternative sites.
Our Solution: Prioritizing First-Party Content. To mitigate
this problem, we propose to prioritize ﬁrst-party content by
instrumenting the web page. Speciﬁcally, we delay all ads by
intercepting events that send ad requests, only proceeding to
request ads once the baseball video has been loaded. As shown
in Figure 2, after intentional delays were introduced for low
priority ads, the baseball video starts to play at 7.5 second,
much earlier than before. Moreover, although all ads were
delayed, they were still able to show up in a timely manner
(each with a 2 2.5 seconds delay).
B. Defective Ads Freeze the Browser
By including third-party ads, publishers are exposed to potential risks of delivering defective ads to their customers. Figure 3 shows a defective video ad on www.chicagotribune.com
that makes tens of thousands of URL requests, quickly freezing
the browser.
Initially, the video player sends requests to a predeﬁned
list of partner servers to request advertisements. Each partner

server either responds with an actual ad, or redirects the video
player to the next downstream ad server(s). This procedure
continues until a valid ad is delivered or a predetermined
timer expires. On this website, we observed a buggy ad script
intensively issued a large number of requests. Particularly, we
visited this website on a modern laptop with 2.8 GHz CPU
processor and stable 20 Mbps network speed. The defective ad
has sent tens of thousands of URL requests within 20 seconds,
which made the CPU usage quickly jump to 100% and the
browser freeze within a minute.
As shown in Figure 4, the video ad loads in the following
steps:
• Steps 1–3: The video player sent ad requests to layer1
servers, one at a time. It ﬁrst requested ads from server
sx.streamrail.net [22]. This server did not have a suitable ad,
so it replied with an empty ad ( 1 ). The player proceeded
to other servers until it reached vid.springserve.com ( 2 ),
which replied with a wrapper script vd0.2.88.1.js [2]
( 3 ), as well as a list of 214 downstream ad servers. This
wrapper script is used to handle the messages between the
video player and the 214 layer2 servers.
• Steps 4–6:
The player then requested ads from layer2
servers ( 4 ). The 10th server ads.adaptv.advertising.com
instructed the player to load script jsvpaid.js [1] which
was supposed to be the wrapper script for another layer of
servers ( 5 , 6 ). However, in this message, no additional
servers were provided.
• Steps 7–13: Because the player cannot fetch ads along the
chain introduced by Ad Server 10, it moved on to Ad Server
11 ( 7 ). Recall that in Step 6, vd0.2.88.1.js invokes
functions in jsvpaid.js via indirect function calls, in an
attempt to request ads from additional servers. However, due
to a buggy implementation in vd0.2.88.1.js, the call
targets were not properly reset. As a result, starting from Ad
Server 11, all delegations still went through jsvpaid.js
( 8 , 11 ), which kept triggering exception events ( 9 , 12 ).
As such, the browser was busy with handling exceptions
and eventually froze within a minute when the CPU usage
reached 100%.
Our Solution: Regulating Offensive URL Requests. In this
example, a layer1 ad server redirected the video player to hundreds of additional servers. Such many redirections introduced
a large number of network requests and intensive JavaScript
executions, which eventually halted the entire browser. To
mitigate the resource abusing issue, we limit the requests sent
by this ad. In particular, given that ads are usually loaded
via AJAX requests, we instrument the open() method of
XMLHttpRequest objects. If too many AJAX requests were
sent in a short time period, additional requests will be delayed.
By limiting the number of URL requests, we were able to
browse the website without noticeable delays.
C. Our Approach
As shown in previous examples, resource abusing ads
substantially delay ﬁrst-party contents and signiﬁcantly degrade user experience. To solve these problems, we propose
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Fig. 1. The timeline of loading a baseball video on www.washingtontimes.com. Two Google ads appeared at 6.0s and an animated ad was displayed at 8.5s.
Finally, the baseball video was loaded and started to play at 14.5s.
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Fig. 2. The timeline of loading a baseball video on www.washingtontimes.com with intentional delays. The baseball video started at 7.0s. Then, two Google
ads appeared at 8.5. Finally, the animated ad was displayed at 10.5s. First-party contents were rendered faster and loaded before third-party ads.

With AdJust, publishers can (1) deﬁne constraints on
priorities and execution of resource-consuming events (e.g.,
HTTP requests, HTML element creations, exceptions caused
by third-party ads etc.) and (2) persistently regulate resource
consumption caused by ads to mitigate user experience degradations and enforce consistent ads experience to all users.
III. D ESIGN
Fig. 3. A defective video ad on www.chicagotribune.com.
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Ad Server
sx.streamrail.net

Figure 5 shows the overview of AdJust. It has two phases:
(1) Ofﬂine Web Page Transformation (Figure 5-a) and (2)
Runtime Regulation (Figure 5-b).
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Fig. 4. Video ad loading on www.chicagotribune.com.

a novel runtime technique that allows publishers to specify
regulation policies on each third-party ad to control resource
consumption. Policies can be “load the top ad earlier than the
bottom ad” (constraints for priorities between ads) and “the
number of URL requests an ad can send per second should
be no more than x” (constraints for resource consumption).
Once publishers have created regulation policies, they only
need to add a tiny JavaScript snippet and transform the web
page. The rest of the regulation is handled by the AdJust
runtime. On the client side, AdJust runtime enforces the rules
on resource consumption and the loading orders of ads. AdJust
is persistent and robust in enforcing the rules during the
entire life-cycle of third-party ads, including layers of nested
frames and dynamically generated contents which are common
practices in advertising services.

Ofﬂine Web Page Transformation. For each ad, content
publishers deﬁne the expected service quality by specifying
resource constraints. For instance, a publisher can specify
“the maximum AJAX request rate allowed” by annotating
resource constraints within an ad slot (normally embedded in
<iframe>). The resource constraints are then translated to
JavaScript code by the Source Code Transformer. The source
code transformer inserts the compiled constraints into the
publisher’s web pages, as well as including the AdJust Runtime
to enforce runtime regulation.
Runtime Regulation. AdJust runtime interposes JavaScript
APIs that generate resource-consuming events. When such
events are invoked, they are not executed immediately. Instead, they are enqueued into the Event Queue ( 1 ) which
maintains multiple queues for events with different priorities.
Resource Regulator is the core component of AdJust runtime.
It repeatedly fetches events from the event queue ( 2 ) and
ensures that each fetched event does not violate the resource
constraints speciﬁed by the publisher. If no violation is observed, the regulator allows the fetched event to be executed
( 3 ). Otherwise, the event will be delayed until the constraints
are satisﬁed ( 3 ).
B. Resource Constraints
To specify resource constraints for ads, content publishers
leverage three types of constraint primitives (Table I).
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Fig. 5. System Overview.

(1) Priority primitives specify the priority level (numbers 0-9
with smaller number denoting higher priority) of an ad.
Ads with higher priority will get loaded ﬁrst.
(2) Total quota primitives are designed to regulate resource
consumption during the entire ad life-cycle. For example,
a publisher can refuse to load an ad with more than 10 layers of delegations with the primitive “delegations[AD] ≤
10”.
(3) Time-slot quota primitives focus on resource consumption
in a short period of time. For example, publishers can
use them to regulate the behavior of aggressively sending
requests within one second.
TABLE I
P RIMITIVES FOR R ESOURCE C ONSTRAINTS .
Type

Primitive

Description (Example)

Priority

pri

Priority of an ad slot
• e.g., ‘pri[AD] = 1’ (Set priority to 1)

totalT ime

repeatRequest

Total
quota

delegations

ajaxRequests

uriRequests

elements

delegationsT S

ajaxRequestsT S
Time-slot
quota
uriRequestsT S

elementsT S

Cumulative time spent
• e.g., ‘totalT ime[AD] < t’
(Should be loaded within t seconds)
# of repetitive requests on the same URI
• e.g., ‘∀repeatRequests[AD] < r’
(No more than r requests with the same URI)
# of delegations
• e.g., ‘delegations[AD] < d’
(Should be loaded before d delegations)
# of Ajax requests
• e.g., ‘ajaxRequests[AD] < a’
(At most a Ajax requests can be sent)
# of URI requests
• e.g., ‘uriRequests[AD] < u’
(At most u URI requests can be sent)
# of elements created
• e.g., ‘elements[AD] < e’
(At most e HTML elements can be created)
# of delegations per second
• e.g., ‘delegationsT S[AD] <= dr’
(At most dr delegations per second)
# of Ajax requests per second
• e.g., ‘ajaxRequestsT S[AD] <= ar’
(At most ar Ajax requests per second)
# of network requests per second
• e.g., ‘uriRequestsT S[AD] <= ur’
(At most ur URI requests per second)
# of HTML elements created per second
• e.g., ‘elementsT S[AD] <= er’
(At most er elements can be created per sec.)

C. Source Code Transformer
Once content publishers annotate resource constraints on
their web pages, Source Code Transformer will compile the
resource constraints into JavaScript snippets and inject them
into the web pages. Speciﬁcally, it ﬁrst parses the web page to

a DOM tree using htmlparser [25]. Then, it traverses the tree to
encode resource constraints on the node that encloses ads (e.g.,
<iframe>). Along with the encoded resource constraints, it
also inserts AdJust runtime support into the web page. The
transformed source code will be executed in web browsers to
regulate resource-consuming events at runtime.
D. AdJust Runtime
AdJust’s runtime support has two components: Persistent
Runtime Installer (PRI) and Resource Event Shim (RES).
Persistent Runtime Installer (PRI). To mitigate resource
abusing ads throughout the entire ad delivery process, AdJust’s
runtime support must be persistently active along the delegation chain. During each ad delegation, third-party ads create
new inner <iframe> elements that create a completely new
and isolated execution context from their parents. Thus, AdJust
must install itself into the newly created <iframe> elements
so that it can be persistently monitoring and regulating resource consumptions in the new inner elements. Otherwise,
AdJust loses control over the <iframe> elements. To do so,
Persistent Runtime Installer (PRI) ensures the entire system,
including itself, is persistently installed throughout the entire
ad delivery process by intercepting JavaScript APIs that can
be used to dynamically create <iframe>. For example,
document.write and document.createElement are
the most common ways to create a DOM element dynamically.
AdJust intercepts such APIs and injects JavaScript code snippets that can install AdJust in the newly created <iframe>.
Resource Event Shim (RES). Resource Event Shim instruments JavaScript APIs that create resource consuming
events to transparently intercept their invocations at runtime.
These events include sending HTTP requests, loading images,
DOM creations, etc. We categorize resource-consuming events
associated with ads into two event types: (1) Events causing
HTTP requests (ET1) and (2) Events causing new HTML
elements inserted into a web page (ET2). Without loss of generality, there are four ways to dynamically generate resource
consuming events: (a) writing HTML source into a web page,
(b) creating HTML elements via the createElements()
API, (c) modifying the src property of HTML elements,
and (d) creating AJAX requests. Note that all four ways may
initiate HTTP requests. (a) and (b) will also insert new HTML
elements. Next, we discuss each type of the interfaces in detail
and explain how AdJust intercepts these interfaces.
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(a) Writing HTML source into a web page. Developers may
call the document.write() or set the HTML content
of an element by assigning its innerHTML property.
These interfaces may insert new elements (ET2) and
generate HTTP requests (ET1) if a newly inserted element
supports URL attributes. AdJust intercepts the interfaces
and puts a resource consuming event with its event type
(e.g., ET1 or ET2) into the event queue. In particular, if a
newly created element supports a URL value, the event is
annotated with ET1 type and then enqueued. Otherwise,
it is annotated with ET2 and then enqueued.
(b) Creating HTML elements. The most common way
to inject elements into a web page is calling
createElement() function to create an element, followed by appendChild() or insertBefore().
AdJust instruments functions appendChild() and
insertBefore() to intercept their invocations. When
invoked, AdJust checks whether a src/url/href property is supported. If so, the event with ET1 event type
is enqueued to the event queue. Otherwise, the event is
treated as ET2 events and gets queued.
(c) Modifying the src property of HTML elements. Modifying an existing element’s src property by calling
setAtrribute() or directly assigning a new value
may generate a URL request. For instance, changing
the src property of an image element (<img>) to
the link of an image ﬁle results in downloading a new
image ﬁle. To intercept such events, AdJust overrides
setAttribute() and the setter of src property. When
they are called, AdJust enqueues the event with ET1 event
type to the event queue.
(d) Sending AJAX requests. AJAX requests are commonly
used to refresh contents without reloading the entire page.
AJAX requests can be initiated by calling the send()
method of an XMLHttpRequest object. AdJust overrides the send() method so that AdJust enqueues the
event with ET1 event type onto the event queue.
At runtime, depending on the event type, the resource regulator will check different constraints to determine if the event
should be executed immediately or delayed. For example,
ET1 type events are checked against network related resource
constraints while ET2 type events are checked against DOM
resource constraints (e.g., # of DOM element creations).

E. Resource Event Queue
Resource Event Queue is a multi-level queue where each
queue contains resource-consuming events with the same
priority. Speciﬁcally, we maintain 10 internal queues: 0-9 with
a smaller number denoting higher priority. Incoming resource
events are enqueued accordingly. If no priority is speciﬁed, an
event will be equeued to the queue with least priority (priority
9). When AdJust dequeues an event, it ﬁrst checks the priority
queue with highest priority. If no event is available to schedule,
it dequeues an event from the next priority queue.

F. Resource Regulator
Resource regulator repeatedly dequeues events from the
Resource Event Queue and decides whether each event should
be executed right away or delayed. Speciﬁcally, given an event,
it checks the event against the resource constraints to see
if any of the constraints are violated. If any are violated,
the regulator puts the event back into the queue and delays
its execution. Otherwise, the event will be dispatched and
executed immediately.
Resource Constraint Checking. Before dispatching an event,
the Resource Regulator checks relevant resource constraints.
Depending on the type of resource constraints, the Resource
Regulator handles the event accordingly:
(1) For priority resource constraints, the Resource Regulator
dequeues events in their priority orders. In particular, it
ﬁrst checks the priority queue with the highest priority.
If no event is available to schedule in this queue, the
Resource Regulator dequeues an event from the next
priority queue and so on.
(2) For total quota resource constraints, once an ad exceeds
the quota, no further event will be allowed, because the
constraint is enforced for the entire life-cycle of an ad.
For instance, suppose a developer speciﬁes the resource
constraint “elements[AD] ≤ 100” to only allow ads that
inject less than 100 HTML elements into the web page.
Based on the value of runtime counter, once 100 elements
have already been inserted, AdJust will discard additional
element creation event.
(3) For time-slot quota primitives, resource constraints are
temporary. If an event violates time-slot quote constraints,
the Resource Regulator will put this event back to the
event queue and retry this event at a later time. Consider a resource constraint “elementsT S[AD] ≤ 10”
and assume that there were already 10 elements injected
during the last second. If there is a new element creation event, the resource constraint is violated. However,
since “elementsT S” represents the allowed number of
elements injected within a second, a new element can be
inserted after the counter is reset.
Runtime Counters. Runtime counters maintain the current
state of resource consumption. At runtime, the Resource
Regulator compares the runtime counter values with resource
constraints to decide whether an event should be executed or
delayed. Maintaining the runtime counters is straightforward:
AdJust updates the associated runtime counters whenever a
resource event is processed and dispatched. For instance, when
an HTML creation event is executed, the counter for “# of
elements created” is increased by 1. The runtime counters for
each primitive are maintained as follows.
• totalTime: When an event is executed, AdJust records
timestamps when it starts and ends to obtain an elapsed
time for the event and accumulates the time to totalTime.
• repeatRequest: For each url, if there are multiple requests on
the same url, AdJust counts the number of repeated requests
including AJAX requests.
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• delegations: We consider creating an inner <iframe>
as a delegation. When an inner <iframe> is created,
delegations are increased by 1.
• ajaxRequests, urlRequests, elements: They are increased by
1 on every AJAX request, URL request (e.g., loading an image in <img>), and HTML element creation respectively.
• delegationsTS, ajaxRequestsTS, urlRequestsTS, elementsTS:
These are time-slot quota primitives. AdJust counts the
number of events that occurred during the last 1 second.
IV. E MPIRICAL S TUDIES
To better understand how resource abusing problems affect
user experience in practice, we have conducted a one-month
empirical study on Alexa top 200 news websites that contain
third-party ads. In total, 166 websites contain at least one ad.
We quantify these problems and classify resource abusing ads
based on their effects.
A. Experimental Methodology
We conduct the data collection in three steps.
Step 1: Collecting website speed metrics. We collect the
following data from the Alexa top 200 news websites to
measure: (1) the page load time, the visually complete time,
speed index, and time to interactive; (2) the CPU time spent
on each individual HTML element/JavaScript/<iframe>;
(3) the network time spent on URL requests. Also, for each
element and network request, we identify the ad generated that
element or request. To achieve that, we leverage website testing service WebPageTest [14] to measure page-level metrics.
The service can work with Chrome DevTool to provide an indepth view of the CPU and network requests at the element
level. The results are collected from page tests at Dulles, VA by
following the guidelines of empirical studies presented in [16],
[19], [30]. We chose 10/1 Mbps as the connection rate because
this is the rate half of Internet users in United States use as
of Q1 2017 [26]. Of the 200 news websites, 166 websites
contained at least one third-party ad.
Step 2. Annotating third-party ad scripts. To study the CPU
and network time on individual ads, we separate the result for
third-party ad scripts from publisher content. As most thirdparty ads are enclosed within an frame (<iframe>) and can
be identiﬁed effectively by ad blockers, we use an ad blocker,
AdBlock Plus Chrome extension [10], to locate <iframe>
with ads. In particular, we visit a website twice using Chrome
browser with and without the Adblock Plus extension. We
saved the web page code for both visits and leveraged an
HTML parser [25] to compare the DOM structures.
Step 3: Data analysis. To measure the time spent on each
ad, we identify the top-level <iframe> for an ad from the
proﬁler in Chrome DevTool, based on the DOM tree comparison result. Then, starting from the top-level <iframe>, we
check whether nested inner frames are enclosed by examining
the referrer ﬁeld of entries that request new pages. In this way,
we can discover a chain of delegations and record each nested
inner <iframe> that belongs to an ad. Finally, we add up

the time for URL requests within all of the recorded frames
to obtain the network time for this ad. Similarly, we sum up
the time of the HTML parsing, the script evaluation and the
layout update that belong to the ad as its CPU time.
B. Resource Abusing Ads
We have observed two common resource abusing problems:
performance degradation and priority inversions.
1) Performance Degradation: Website performance degradation can be the result of bad programming practices or
defects that consume excessive computation resources. They
drag down the browser performance and introduce unnecessary delays in user-perceived page load time. We deﬁne the
following indices to measure the performance degradation.
Slow Response Time (SRT). We are interested in the response
time that JavaScript code takes to react to user actions, as it is
one of the most critical factors affecting user perceptions. Slow
responses are usually caused by long-running JavaScript that
blocks the main thread from serving user events. As suggested,
0.1 seconds is the limit for having users feel the system is
reacting without delays [24]. Therefore, we say a page is
unresponsive when the browser main thread is blocked for
more than 0.1 seconds and collect such unresponsive windows.
Intuitively, we deﬁne third-party ads cause slow response time
problem, if they introduce more unresponsive windows than
publisher contents. Formally, if we use w and w to denote
unresponsive windows caused by ads andpublisher
contents,
wi .
a page suffers from the SRT issue when
wi >
Result. Of the 166 websites contained ads, 36 websites
suffered from slow response time issue. Figure 6 shows a
partial result on 20 websites. The red bars are the accumulated unresponsive time caused by ads, and the blue bars
are the accumulated unresponsive time caused by publisher
contents. On average, ads contribute 12.5 seconds to the
unresponsive time, which is 3.1 times of publisher contents.
Load Time Bloating (LTB). The requests initiated by thirdparty ads and publisher contents are dispatched in a ﬁrst-comeﬁrst-serve manner, as browsers only allow a limited number
of concurrent requests. However, third-party ads usually make
a substantial number of HTTP requests to load resources at
runtime, which may delay or block the delivery of publisher
contents. It is well known that slow website load time costs
money, as it makes visitors switch to competitor websites.
Moreover, search engines recently incorporate page load time
into its ranking algorithm to downgrade websites with slow
loading time [23]. To this end, we deﬁne load time bloating
to measure the delay introduced by ads. Suppose we use T
and T  to represent the page load time with and without ads,
a website suffers from the LTB issue if T > 2 ∗ T  .
Result. We have found 61 websites experienced load time
bloating problem. Figure 7 shows the partial result on 20
websites. The red bars are the time to load ads, and the blue
bars are load time of publisher contents. The average time
to fully load the publish contents is 22.91 seconds, where
ads contribute 15.09 seconds.
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Fig. 6. 20 news websites show SRT: browser experience more unresponsive periods due to ads.











    



  



Fig. 7. 20 news websites experience LBT: web page load time dramatically increased due to ads.

2) Priority Inversions: In general, publisher contents are
expected to be delivered with higher priority than ads. However, we observe that, on many websites, ads are loaded
before publisher contents. Moreover, off-screen ads may delay
contents or ads displayed in the current screen. As we can generally infer developer’s preference from the order suggested
by HTML tags, we deﬁne two types of priority inversions to
capture unintended load sequences.
Content Priority Inversion (CPI). Website developers usually optimize the critical rendering path to promptly deliver
their contents. However, ads may compete for the resources
and get rendered ﬁrst. We say content priority inversion
happens if a higher priority publisher content loads after an
ad, or formally, ∃ i s.t. T > Ti , where T and Ti denote
when publisher contents and ad i are loaded.
Result. 98 websites exhibited content priority inversion issue
at least once during our one-month test. These websites
either have many ads or contain complex ads that needs
a long time (a few seconds) to ﬁnish.
Ad Order Inversion (AOI). Publisher developers may want
to specify the loading order between two ads. Although most
ad serving platforms allow them to do so, the actual execution
order may be different. We use ad order inversion to denote
the scenario when two ads are loaded in a different order
comparing to the order speciﬁed in the HTML source code.
Formally, r1 ≺ r2 and T1 > T2 , where the request r1
initiated by ad1 is sent out before the one r2 by ad2 but ad1
loaded at T1 is rendered after ad2 loaded at T2 .
Result. We identiﬁed 68 websites experienced ad order
inversion issue by preloading off-screen ads prior on-screen
ads. Preloading off-screen ads prior on-screen ads contradicts
the order deﬁned by developers. It is more likely developers
prefer to prioritize the ads in the current view over the ads
off the screen.
V. E VALUATION
We evaluate how AdJust mitigate the resource abusing ads,
particularly focusing on the following ﬁve research questions.

• RQ1: Can AdJust mitigate the SRT problem and improve
web page response time?
• RQ2: Can AdJust mitigate the LTB problem and reduce the
time to load publisher contents?
• RQ3: By prioritizing publisher contents, does AdJust help
on loading publisher contents faster?
• RQ4: Can AdJust ensure advertisements are rendered in the
consistent order as developers expected?
• RQ5: How much performance overhead does AdJust introduce?
A. Experimental Results
RQ1: Can AdJust mitigate the SRT problem and improve
web page response time?
As we have shown in Section IV, out of the Alexa top 200
news websites, 36 news websites suffer from the SRT problem.
To mitigate the SRT problem, we set the maximum speed of
URL requests initiated by ads to be less than 20 per second
by using the resource constraint “urlRequests ≤ 20”.
To ease the comparison, we show the unresponsive time
before and after AdJust side by side in Figure 8. In particular,
the ﬁrst bar represents the unresponsive time before AdJust
(red denotes ads, blue denotes publisher contents), while the
second bar represents the unresponsive time after AdJust (dark
blue denotes ads, grey denotes publisher contents).
Findings. After the mitigation with AdJust, on average,
the total unresponsive time drops to 8.2 seconds where ads
contribute 3.9 seconds. By setting a frequency cap for the
URL requests initiated by ads, the main thread is blocked
by ads less frequently. As the main thread is less busy with
third-party ads, it will be able to process publisher contents
and user interactions more smoothly.
RQ2: Can AdJust mitigate the LTB problem and reduce
the time to load publisher contents?
We have identiﬁed 61 sites on which publisher contents
substantially delayed due to third-party ads. By setting the
maximum number of elements can be created by ads to 50
per second, the average time to load publisher contents is
decreased from 22.9 seconds to 10.3 seconds. Figure 9 shows
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Fig. 8. Mitigation of Slow Response Time.

the result of 20 representative sites. For each site, the ﬁrst bar
and second bar denote the duration to load publisher contents
before and after AdJust.
After the mitigation, we are interested in if the webiste
with AdJust takes longer time to load ads and if so, how
much additional time AdJust introduced on ads. Table II shows
the load time of the top two ads above the fold on the 20
sites. Speciﬁcally, the second column shows the number of
HTML elements associated with publisher contents. The third
column shows publisher contents load time before and after
the mitigation. Similarly, the number of HTML elements and
load time are given for the ﬁrst ad (columns 4-5) and the
second ad (columns 6-7).
Findings. The average HTML elements created by the
top two ads are 119 and 206 (if exists). By regulating
HTML creations speed, it takes slightly longer to load the
ﬁrst ad (14.91s → 16.02s) and the second ad (17.87s →
18.63s). However, the improvement on publisher contents
is signiﬁcant: publisher contents are able to be loaded 2.2x
faster (22.9s → 10.3s).
RQ3: By prioritizing publisher contents, does AdJust help
on loading publisher contents faster?
To prioritize publisher contents over third-party ads in a
web page, we assign higher priority to publisher contents
and the same lower priority to all ads. Out of the top 200
news websites, 166 sites contain at least one ad tag. By
prioritizing publisher contents, on average, the load time of
publisher contents is signiﬁcantly improved (15.25s → 8.09s).
To measure the performance overhead on third-party ads, we
measure the slowdowns for the top two ads in the current view.
Findings. As shown in Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b), the
load time of the top two ads are slightly increased: On 158
out of 166 sites (95%), the ﬁrst ad is slowed down less than
5 seconds; for the second ad, 45 out of 49 sites (92%) are
slowed down less than 5 seconds.
RQ4: Can AdJust ensure advertisements are rendered in
the consistent order as developers expected?
To evaluate the effectiveness of AdJust in regulating ad
loading orders, we test 68 news websites that preload the ads
below the current view. Preloading ads off the screen is not
an optimized strategy, because it competes network and CPU
resources and delays the contents in the current view. Hence,

web developers may wish to prioritize the ads in the current
view over the ads off the screen.
Findings. We assign higher priority to ads above the fold
and lower priority to remaining ads. As shown in Figure 11,
with AdJust, the ads in the current view on all websites are
loaded faster. Some of the ads are even delivered 10s earlier.
In the meanwhile, by deprioritizing off screen ads, they are
loaded slower on all tested websites.
RQ5: How much performance overhead does AdJust
introduce?
When reducing the HTML creation rate, we observed a
slight increase in time to load the top two ads (7.4% and
4.2% respectively). However, the publisher content loaded signiﬁcantly faster (220%). Similarly, by limiting the ad requests
speed, the top two ads were slowed down for less than ﬁve
seconds.
Findings. In summary, the only runtime overhead is maintaining resource usage counters per ad iframe to delay ad
executions. No overhead is added to the publisher content.
B. Case Study
In this section, we discuss how a defective video ad on
www.accuweather.com caused the web page respond slowly,
and demonstrate the mitigation.
The simpliﬁed code of loading the video ad is shown
in Figure 12. Speciﬁcally, the website used Google DoubleClick to sell the ad space (line 1), which further resold
this ad space to another advertising platform PubMatic (line
2). PubMatic instructed DoubleClick to load a video player
OvaMediaPlayer.js to request ads (line 6). The <div>
element with class “_cm-video-ad” was created to hold
the video ad (line 8). During ad delegations, several ad ﬁles
were considered insecure and thus blocked by the browser. In
particular, the ad ﬁles used self-signed SSL certiﬁcates which
were not veriﬁed by a trusted certiﬁcate authority. Due to this
error, each ad request further incurred 307 additional URL
requests on average. As a result, the website experienced slow
response time for user events.
Figure 13(a) shows the page responsiveness for the ﬁrst 25
seconds. For simplicity, we omit unresponsive windows shorter
than 0.5 seconds. The red windows represent the unresponsive
windows longer than 0.5 seconds but shorter than 1 second,
while the dark red windows are unresponsive time longer
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Fig. 9. Mitigation of Load Time Bloating.
TABLE II
E FFECT ON THE FIRST TWO ADS ABOVE THE FOLD .
Website
abcnews.go.com
accuweather.com
bloomberg.com
chicagotribune.com
cnbc.com
forbes.com
hindustantimes.com
hufﬁngtonpost.com
indianexpress.com
latimes.com
news.com.au
newsweek.com
nypost.com
nytimes.com
reddit.com
sfgate.com
thedailybeast.com
usatoday.com
variety.com
wsj.com


 
  


Elements
6163
5107
5077
4328
9344
3949
6223
4493
4174
2878
3194
2363
6038
9776
2880
11215
1754
5377
5595
3878

Publisher Content
Load Time Before / After AdJust (s)
11.036 / 6.891
42.728 / 15.826
17.034 / 10.097
20.145 / 11.727
30.513 / 4.292
8.233 / 6.421
19.491 / 10.345
12.929 / 7.599
11.471 / 8.490
14.688 / 7.100
7.482 / 5.694
53.281 / 14.034
8.661 / 6.404
20.68 / 10.824
11.324 / 7.943
14.908 / 10.002
16.101 / 8.999
10.025 / 5.881
59.678 / 16.326
17.793 / 11.498


 
 


 


Elements
26
210
67
191
118
52
162
159
127
125
63
307
256
189
62
195
240
268
101
139

First Ad
Load Time Before / After AdJust (s)
9.817 / 9.296
19.72 / 22.287
12.785 / 13.290
13.573 / 18.621
15.222 / 17.403
6.109 / 6.059
14.715 / 16.513
9.887 / 11.354
9.691 / 11.559
12.651 / 14.270
6.843 / 7.099
27.763 / 34.992
6.983 / 10.421
15.002 / 16.693
5.157 / 5.922
11.748 / 14.972
9.474 / 13.103
8.988 / 12.512
59.542 / 62.390
14.529 / 16.788


 


(a) Ad 1 Fully Loaded (166 sites)

(b) Ad 2 Fully Loaded (49 sites)
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(a) On-screen ads fully loaded (Faster)


 






 
 


(b) Off-screen ads fully loaded (Slower)

Fig. 11. Load time differences of on-/off-screen ads.

than 1 second. Initially, the web page requested ad from
DoubleClick at 7.82 second. After two layers of delegations,
the video player was requested at 13.04 second. Then the
player executed JavaScript to initialize and set up event
handlers for playing/pausing actions. After 17.03 seconds, the
video player started to request video ads every 5 seconds,
with a 200-second timeout. Since then, unresponsive windows
(longer than 0.5 seconds) were observed every 5 seconds. The

Second Ad
Load Time Before / After AdJust (s)
37.688 / 41.573
18.449 / 23.782
20.702 / 22.031
14.982 / 18.603
13.774 / 17.006
10.808 / 13.295
10.821 / 12.117
16.528 / 19.393
-
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Fig. 12. Code snippet of a defective video ad on www.accuweather.com.

publisher contents loaded at around 10 second.
Mitigation. We deployed AdJust on this web page by setting
the maximum URL requests rate to 20 requests per second.
The result is shown in Figure 13(b). Because AdJust had
constrained the frequency of URL requests, the video player
was requested with slight delays (13.04 seconds → 14.61
seconds). After 20.62 seconds, the video player ﬁnished the
initialization and started to request ads. As can be seen, the
web page was rarely blocked by requesting ads and would be
able to quickly respond to user events. In addition, publisher
contents loaded faster due to less competitions from ads (10.02
seconds → 8.71 seconds).
VI. L IMITATION AND F UTURE W ORK
AdJust presents an effective approach for publishers to
regulate resource abusing ads. Despite its efﬁcacy, there is
room for improvement.
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(a) Unresponsive windows before AdJust
 

   

 

  


  
















(b) Unresponsive windows after AdJust

Fig. 13. Website www.accuweather.com unresponsive windows.

AdJust requires publishers to specify resource constraints
manually. While developers are able to do so without much
difﬁculty in practice, AdJust can be extended to provide a more
user-friendly experience such as automated resource consumption monitorings and recommendations. In fact, our empirical studies provide a guideline for automated measurements.
Measuring client-side machine capacities to automatically set
resource constraints is our ongoing work.
Another current limitation which we leave for future work is
conducting user evaluations on AdJust. By deploying AdJust
on websites with resource abusing ads and collecting user
evaluations, we will be able to measure how effective AdJust is
in improving user experience and may discover other measures
that can lead to further improvements.
To reduce the threats to validity, we have carefully included
and measured the most critical factors we believe truly affect user experience. We have also made efforts to maintain
consistency and avoid bias. However, non-deterministic and
uncontrollable factors, such as the accuracy of the measurement tool being used and the time of the day measurements
were performed, may affect the validity of our empirical study.
Conducting measurements under various settings to handle
inaccuracy and avoid bias is an intriguing direction for our
future research.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
The line of work most closely related to ours are the solutions to speed up web page loads. WProf [28] is proposed to
produce a dependency graph for page load activities. Shandian
[29] restructures the page load process based on dependencies
and optimizes what portion of the page should be loaded ﬁrst.
WebGaze [17] prioritizes loading objects that exhibit collective
ﬁxation to improve user experience. It leverages eye gaze to
identify most attractive portions for users and optimize the

loading procedure correspondingly. Klotski [9] prioritizes the
content delivery based on high-utility contents or invariant
dependency structures. Our work also restructures the load
procedure. However, we leverage a set of orthogonal features,
i.e., the source of the contents. So, the optimizations based on
dependencies among page load activities, most attractive page
portions or high-utility content may not directly apply to the
performance issues caused by third-party ads.
Lahaie et al. [20] proposed an expressive auction design
including a language for the bidding process in order to
enable ﬂexible controls over advertisements. Similarly, Lang
et al. [21] propose an algorithm to improve the effectiveness
of an auction process. AdJust allows publishers to control over
the ads at runtime to solve resource related issues and provide
better user experiences to publishers and website visitors.
Our work is also related to user experience measurements.
There are large scale user studies [8], [27] that measure
performance of real-world web pages. Bocchi et al. [6] surveyed state of the art metrics for web user experience quality
measurements and proposed metrics relevant and practical.
Google Ad Experience Report [3] helps developers locate
annoying ads (e.g. popups). However, Google Ad Experience
does not address the performance issues caused by thirdparty ads. Besides, Google Ad Experience Report is an ofﬂine
tool and does not ﬁx problematic ads. Developers have to
manually ﬁx violating ads by changing or removing ads once
observed. AdJust regulates resource abusing ads and prevents
over-consumption at runtime.
Researchers studied the impact of budget management
strategies and pricing [5], [15] as well as the impact of adblocking software and restrictions on third-party tracking [7].
Goldstein et al. [11] studied relationship between ad exposure
time and the effectiveness of ad. However, they do not focus
on resource related issues hence are not applicable to quantify
the user experience degradation cause by ads.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present AdJust, a system that allows publisher developers to specify resource constraints for third-party
ads. AdJust is able to monitor and regulate resource abusing
ads by transparently intercepting key JavaScript APIs. AdJust
features a runtime scheduler, which can regulate resource
consuming events based on the resource constraints speciﬁed
by publisher developers. We also propose a system of measurement that can be used to quantify the performance degradation
and priority inversion issues caused by ads. AdJust’s runtime
support persistently enforces the regulations by propagating
through the delegations along the entire ad delivery chain. Our
evaluation of Alexa top 200 news websites shows that AdJust
is highly effective in mitigating resource abusing ads.
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